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ON THE PROJECT 關 於 本 展

ABOUT THE ARTIST 關 於 藝 術 家

Asia Art Center presents In The Studio: Cheong Soo Pieng Between Abstraction
and Figuration – an imaginar y re-creation of the 1970s ar t studio of
Cheong Soo Pieng, one of Asia’s most significant 20th-century artists. The
artist’s 1970s oeuvre illustrates a modern artist at the prime of his career,
ceaselessly experimenting and traversing an impressive breadth of styles and
mediums with ease. Working closely with the artist’s estate to showcase
over a dozen of his sculptures, relief paintings and mixed media works, the
booth will present intimate and illuminating connections between artworks,
archive and the artistic legacy of Cheong Soo Pieng.

鲦爳鶬〿跤宆「酽襒耣咇：㺍熷盄惉㝧鞁

Cheong Soo Pieng was born in 1917 in Xiamen, Fujian, China and passed

錨㝧躐䂣」，㳛昦婠沷鑫 20 跫跈桭㳛㒄

away in 1983 in Singapore. The first wave of avant-garde artistic movements

艊鶬〿咲躐酽「㺍熷盄」鮪 1970 妘魍艊

flourished in the 1930s, in cosmopolitan port cities in China like Shanghai.
Cheong Soo Pieng was born of this generation, having studied at Xinhua

墡慘咇。70 妘魍，澐曧㬥瀕絊魍鶬〿咲

Academy of Fine Art in Shanghai from 1936 to 1938. He left China in 1945,

艊鐵慘䗮圐梕，㺍熷盄昺澑朌䂛僔醭昲鰱

and came to Singapore in 1946. Alongside other émigré Chinese artists in

鈮㕩侸廬䎼樴，㬾鍖祾轓鰱㭘羮侸袀剓

Singapore, he was a proponent of a localised modern art movement termed

棞。鮪鞁鶬〿咲咲嘡輐哣㱚諦躐醣，澑嗴

Nanyang Style. Throughout his life, he worked across varied mediums and

啗薟籦旇鴛鬣鐵慘，藥塒䇦⿷、犛䇦倀㐈

styles. In addition to numerous solo and group exhibitions internationally

諦剓棞慘閔；鮪㺍熷盄艊鐵慘、旝籦、倀

during his lifetime, retrospective exhibitions of Cheong Soo Pieng were

鶬〿㮇羦躐䂣，鮪梪嗴跤啗嗴絊熱酽袀輐

held at the National Museum Art Gallery, Singapore (1983), Singapore Art
Musem, Singapore (2010) and Asia Art Center, Taiwan (2017).

哣艊㬯蹗屟。

㺍 熷 盄，1917 妘 熱 羠 昺 跤 霽 螆 婠 娝 䂐， 跆 昺 1983 妘 昺 昦 鎢 髕 㬩 跫。
鮪 30 妘魍偧醢犦㬥浫艊霽䆬珜㰊，訅酽燆艊頌

鶬〿㭘鋅澐鮪鰿綫

舿 嗴， 鍖 㺍 熷 盄 鮪 骼 䉣 妘 朌 梕 點 㦴 㬮 謾 茊， 昺 1936 靧 1938 妘 䂣 鮪
醢 犦 昦 髠 銊 〿 啘 蟨 吪 樍 吪 鋻。 骼 鮪 1945 妘 䇳 䂛 跤 霽， 跆 昺 1946 妘
魖 隇 昦 鎢 髕。 鞁 謾 骼 昦 鎢 髕 艊 犦 侳 跤 霽 鶬 〿 咲 荁 讜， 㺍 熷 盄 雩 嘡 鮪
鰱 舿 嗴 熱 艊「 攢 爁 䎼 樴 」 絊 魍 鶬 〿 牋 勝； 骼 艊 鐵 慘 羠 猌 跤 嬼 醭 呏 昺
晼 呯 䎼 樴， 飨 鐵 慘 䎼 樴 鞁 剓 棞 艊 侸 廬 魳 袇。 䅵 羠 頌 鞃 㪲 㔴 侸 艊 訃 嗴
倀 銲 嗴 侳， 㺍 熷 盄 螻 䍹 嗴 桪 鞃 㪲 昺 霽 襫 昦 鎢 髕 銊 〿 䐽 (1983 妘 ）、
昦鎢髕鶬〿贜窹䐽 (2010 妘 )、倀鲦爳鶬〿跤宆 (2017 妘 )。

Image of Cheong Soo Pieng in the studio with
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“Nature” in the backgorund
㺍熷盄鮪墡慘咇跤礣穻，鑨杛砏「靕磢」酽 慘

05

Nature
靕磢
signed in Chinese (lower right);
signed and dated ‘Soo Pieng 1965’,
titled ‘Nature’, and inscribed ‘V.L.
S. A. S. Loan’ (on the reverse)
mixed media on canvas
148 x 101.5 cm
Executed in 1965
潎㙞：熷盄（諢醣）;‘ Soo Pieng

Painted in 1965, Nature is par t

, Nature’‘
, V.L. S. A. S.
1965’‘

of Cheong Soo Pieng’s deeper

潩 爳 鰱 馭 晈 嗋 碼 妘 嬤， 㺍 熷 盄

’耣鑨）
Loan（

immersion into abstraction, after

1965 妘 呝 彾 艊「 靕 磢 」 酽 慘 躐

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

his two-year sojourn in London

148 x 101.5 cm

and Europe from 1961-63. His

1965 妘慘

ink sketches from Europe were

靕 1961 靧 1963 妘 鮪 觀 斣 嶗

絊，曧骼魳撾羗獿艊酽袀惉㝧
鶬〿嫮媀。澑酽鐵慘昷媀襫▕昺

precursors to his abstract works,

骼 鮪 潩 爳 耣 艊 烐 仌 忲 袚， 暀 嬤

w h i c h we r e f o u n d e d o n t h e

謾 惉 㝧 慘 閔 鮪「 靕 磢 」 嶗「 䎼

concept of ‘nature’ and ‘landscapes’.

杛 」 艊 氥 寳 醢 鐵 慘， 懡 櫯 鑫 飨

Cheong Soo Pieng departed from

嬔 㬫 唡 媀 棧 㝧 牋 烐 仌 馾 黽， 㩔

his quick, impressionist ink sketches

砏

and transformed them into larger
mixed media landscape abstractions.
By retaining the richness of
textures from his monochromatic

諦㐈諦剓棞艊俋夿惉㝧慘

閔。骼慁郒濕羮賅頥仌烐鐵㬬㝖
哱 㟰 鰱， 鲱 墮 翽 鑫 骼 啟 晈 嗋 㒂
昷 朌 忞 㒎 躐 㮉 䃚 杛 頥 艊 彋 鞄。

ink exercises, his nostalgia for the
vast landscapes of the West also

「靕磢」酽慘跤桹炰牐鞶艊畍珒

remained.

嶗犕眓鯹裵躐巃，䗪絊鑫㺍熷盄

The swirls and nebulousness of air

啟頥㗃㚐誼艊戭拠，斾䗪耣䉳艊

Literature:

and atmosphere in Nature illustrates

㝖驟巃衝靕昺鐵慘鍎靕㦳啟頥嫷

Hou Sou Ping, Ma Peiyi, The Story

Cheong Soo Pieng’s command of

艊敽㷂姪、䍡旿嘑嘑艊〡聠倀翽

of Cheong Soo Pieng, Oxford

tonal variation, creating pictorial

艀。蠮㳙靧仌烐鞶艊熌嫷夝熱「靕

depth with his sensitivity to colours,

磢」艊頥嫷，鍖賅賅優䇗䐒嶗䍡

Graphic Printers, Singapore,
2015, P. 176

layering, and the concept of liubai.

熱穼：

In Nature, washes of colours are

㺍熷盄艊敭鲇，Ho Sou Ping鞁 Ma

created from oil paint thinned

Peiyi魳，Oxford Graphic棧獸，昦

down to the consistency of ink,

鎢髕，2015妘，176䌒

concentrating the paint’s saturation
in certain areas and not others. The

06

negative spaces reveal the brightest
golden hue – characteristic of

07

Cheong’s paintings.

旿昺耣䉳跤榚鲢馭⿰。耣跤艊㞦
裶䂣嗴䉃熱艊鲻㳟頥㗃，澐曧㺍
熷盄澑慘艊籏勢躐麁。

Without
atmosphere,
a painting is
nothing.
Rembrandt van Rijn

—

J.M.W. Turner, Landscape on Water, c. 1840

Cheong Soo Pieng, Nature (detail), 1965

儨娞 · 㬛 跡，烐醢䎼杛，1840

㺍熷盄，靕磢 ( 嗁㯵 )，1965

沒 有 獨 特 的 風 格， 一 件 畫 作 便 失 去 靈 魂
―

林布蘭
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Cheong Soo Pieng, Nature (detail), 1965

Cheong Soo Pieng, Studies in Abstract Composition, 1962

Zao Wou-Ki, 06.10.68 (detail), 1968

㺍熷盄，靕磢 ( 嗁㯵 )，1965

㺍熷盄，惉㝧沷黽鋻慘，1962

㢟磄 氂，06.10.68 ( 嗁㯵 )，1968

Construction
婠沷
signed and dated ‘Soo Pieng 1966’

Construction from 1966 is one of

1966 妘艊「婠沷」曧㺍熷盄鮪嫮

(on the reverse)

the earliest examples of Cheong

mixed media on canvas

媀嶗裶䂣扜踆醢，桭暆艊慘閔躐

Soo Pieng’s explorations with form

酽。㺍熷盄慁郒慙徾惉㝧邉耣艊

68.5 x 107 x 7 cm
Executed in 1966

and space. Challenging his abstract
paintings even further, Cheong Soo

詵镾屟，㾌蔠䇦⿷嶗䇗諦鶬〿，
跆啗惉㝧邉耣扢㬾彾砏醑軦裶䂣

潎㙞：
‘ Soo Pieng 1966’( 耣鑨 )

Pieng delved intos sculpture and

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

assemblage, presenting his abstract

艊叅鮪。骼㭘羮墡毷⻲閔、婃㳟

68.5 x 107 x 7 cm

paintings in the realm of the three-

嘡嶗蛚蓴訵㐈諦剓棞，抲熱鑫銊

1966 妘慘

dimensional.

吪慘砏桹嫮叅鮪艊㙶䍞。㬛㭛醭

The inclusion of mixed media
mater ials such as industr ially

昲鰱㹪怇倀㗃斾，鶬〿咲㕩黽㳛
昦薟絊㬥鲢絊彾窹，嶯黽懲呅幹

produced objects, scrap metals

闒䇳囑梪艊羮㬠。澑侳，㺍熷盄

and gravel, raised questions about

鲱㕩黽扜㕥㓃鍎啟昺絊彾窹慘砏

aesthetic as a physical presence.

鶬〿閔艊嶎熴倀詵镾羦羠艊悇惸。

Hammered and manouvred into
finished edges and for ms, the

「婠沷」酽慘浧赹鑫鶬〿鞁䉯鶬

ar tist attempts to re-present

〿躐䂣艊翨䅡，跆嶗潩爳茊

these found objects, inferring that

軐諦襫䗪踽銸嶗氥寳鶬〿訵牋勝

they no longer function as what it

躐䂣䃬澱輐哣。澑酽俋霘艊㐈諦

once was. Fur thermore, Cheong
Soo Pieng explored his viewers’
reception and perhaps resistance
Literature:

to the idea that found objects from

Yeo Wei Wei, Cheong Soo Pieng:

daily life constitutes as art. Blurring

Visions of South East Asia, The

the line between art and non-art,

National Art Gallery, Singapore, 2010,

Construction draws strong links to

P. 256

movements like synthetic cubism

熱穼：
㺍熷盄：椑攢鲦艊䍪杛，Yeo Wei

and conceptual ar t that were in
full swing in Europe. Presenting

Wei 魳，霽咲耣娡，昦鎢髕，2010 妘，

materials for what they are, this

256 䌒

bold mixed media assemblage
continues to stimulate and alter

Note: The artwork was published in the
incorrect orientation in the above catalogue
燍 : 慘閔鮪飨醢黽㸓跤躐黽絹敡鉝䍭趕

10

11

visual and tactile senses half a
century on.

艊

剓棞䇗諦鶬〿閔䅵鑫嗴蛵棞旿梪
㟰躐侳，鮪㬥約跫跈跤讜浫慁郒
鰱書発倀慙徾鳏幹艊㒙㒽倀㓻㒽。

12
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仔細看，我的綜合媒材和
水彩創作有相同的底蘊。
我在油畫中的表現亦相同地
表現在我金屬媒材建構出的作品中。

鍾泗濱

―

Cheong Soo Pieng, Satisfaction, circa 1968 㺍熷盄，甁㢹，跐 1968

Cheong Soo Pieng, Construction (detail),1966 㺍熷盄，婠沷 ( 嗁㯵 )，1966

What you see in my
metal work you see
in my watercolours.
What I execute in oil
is invariably reflected
in my scrap-iron
constructions.

Cheong Soo Pieng

—

14

A computer motherboard
15

䈌陯踽淕 椢

Pablo Picasso, Mandolin, 1914

Cheong Soo Pieng, Construction

耏鎢踆，桞䅐楁，1914

(detail), 1966
㺍熷盄，婠沷 ( 嗁㯵 )，1966

DEEP THOUGHT
煄屒
signed in Chinese (lower right),

Deep Thought is a forceful, almost

「煆屒」酽慘呝銊鰱懃憳鑫 60 妘

with original label ‘Deep Thought’

fear some constr uction that

魍嬤梕艊朌魍赗蜶，曧酽鬣撾姪媭

attached (on the reverse)
mixed media relief on board
96 x 80 x 19 cm
Executed in 1967

perfectly captures the zeitgeist of
its time in the late 1960s. Globally,
artists working in sculpture began
to be liberated from conventional

潎㙞：
‘熷盄 ’( 諢醣 )；浘豻
‘Deep

mediums and star ted wor king

T houg h t ’( 耣鑨 )

more with industrial and found

軐諦剓 棞 犛䇦 梣椢

96 x 80 x 19 cm
1967 妘慘

material, heralding an age where
the nature of modern sculpture
changed radically.

彾窹昺鐵慘跤，䎁㒎絊魍䇦⿷嬼樰
梪醢點䂛僔羦羠灣砮㚐誼。
㺍熷盄䕫潔鰱崠㭗鐵昦剓棞艊㭘
羮，蹗沷跤艊檽筄㳟嘡、㻗檽嶗
椢棞，嫮筄屪耰跆鞁謾骼絊彾窹
蹗諦，備豸俢詛鑫蠍姃巃。㺍熷

pleasure in coming to terms and

盄鍺櫞昺濕羮靕㦳臨㢐艊沷黽恖

Here, metal industrial rods, chains and
sheets are misshapen and combined
with other found objects, rendering

墣，酽鐭撾㳝雩㔴墱䅝靑，雩㔴
墱䇳詛，翽醣鑫耣䉳曧跅蹗艊鼉
⿰、裶爗嶗藣穻艊㥫㣧，磢鍖酽

the impression of a blighted order.

䅴磄姃跤㬄羠熱鑫酽鐭，䇂嫮艊

Composed with an innate advanced

䙛撾。

sense of composition, Cheong Soo
Pieng manages, however, to convey
an unseen force that had come, and

澐偧讜 20 跫跈設艊蹗沷踽銸鍎，
㺍熷盄䃬燍窹㟰艊竑濇嘡屟飨倀

perhaps has gone, leaving in its trail

謾裶䂣叅鮪，褀櫎昺蹗沷鞁㓦沷、

entangled masses, cavities and shreds.

蠍姃鞁珱煋躐跤。「煆屒」 魍

Like the Constr uctivists who
came before him in the early 20th
centur y, Cheong Soo Pieng was
concerned with the par ticular
material proper ties of an object,
and its spatial presence. Teetering
between constr uction and
destruction, order and disorder,
Deep Thought represents the spirit,
and indeed the thinking of an artist
who saw and distilled the emergent
concerns of modern art.
17

敡，䂛僔懲羮桖侸艊墡毷羦閔倀絊

Cheong Soo Pieng found evident
working with these new material.

16

俋鍖梐躐魑鳏羠翬艊蹗沷。澑朌
梕，瑪絑艊䇦⿷咲靕結躌剓鞯跤㓦

艊曧酽瀕鶬〿咲艊赗蜶、屒嶎、
㓃唒，魍

謾屒軦赗磿嬤啟絊魍

鶬〿艊酽爍抲繆。

Cheong Soo Pieng, Deep Thought (detail), 1967
㺍熷盄，煄屒（嗁㯵），1967

Image of Cheong Soo Pieng in his studio 㺍熷盄 昺墡慘咇躐礣

Valdimir Tatlin, Corner Counter-Relief, 1914
媈惛▕貏穪·⿺ 竑楁，㓕魖儂犛䇦，1914

18

Henry Moore, Stringed Figure, 1938/1960
19

鲳濕揦穪，躿躩艊鳏䗪，1938/1960

20

Cheong Soo Pieng, Deep Thought (detail), 1967
21

㺍熷盄，煄屒（嗁㯵），1967

Infinite Dimension
磄䅡艊裶䂣
Cheong Soo Pieng is adept at

㺍熷盄櫞昺鮪桹䅡艊耣䉳跤婜輩

creating unlimited space within

熱磄䅡艊裶䂣，醭昲鐵昦忲熴飨

the limited. An endless ar r ay

褃蕚耣慘妕䉳艊導䅡，梣椢捵㱚

of new techniques is applied
to pierce through the confines
of a two-dimensional canvas;

㳟嘡訵軐諦剓棞婠沷熱襫䗪艊軦
姪，籏酽磄鲈艊鐍絔，懲㓃鍎镾

wooden boards, metals along with

飨侸㳛昷媀鞁㓕姪衝㕱㳙倀㓃荱

other mixed media are used to

骼艊耣慘。

constr uct three-dimensionality,
and its distinct textures allow

軂鉚烐妕輬沷黽㱚醢㝧孧魳俒䆎

viewers to interpret and perceive

艊齬嫮，鮪烐妕輬嬤艊曧磄茖艊

his wor k through multiple

鯹裵，俒䆎魍

ways and from different angles.

醭競妕

魳跫翨艊跤宆，

魳跫翨鬶窹，桖䇂覯魳

跫魍荁結、羠羠醭峗，怇㬬熱呍

The ar twork’s composition uses
horizon line, a leitmotif in Cheong
Soo Pieng’s work, with a circle to

鮪鐵慘㭛蠿跤，㺍熷盄懲羮齬嫮㳟

signify the sun. Beyond the horizon

嘡㳧褀㬛 䉳，㬥訃鋅慘褀㬛結躌

lies the boundless universe, the sun
represents the center of the world
that not only balances all worldly
matters but fur ther implies the
immeasurable extent and beauty of
the universe that will never cease.

Noon

During the creative process, Cheong

遠

using round metal nails; this gesture

Soo Pieng penetrated the surface
peers beyond the traditional viewing

signed in Chinese and dated 71 (lower

plane and delves deeper within the

right); signed again ‘Soo Pieng 1970’

artwork to even the curvature of

and titled ‘Noon’ (on the reverse)

frame itself, allowing the supposedly

mixed media on board

limited space to reach an ever-

96.5 x 51 x 2 cm

expanding state.

Executed in 1970-71
潎㙞：
‘熷盄 71’( 諢醣 )；
‘ Soo Pieng 1970‘ Noon’( 耣鑨 )
22

軐諦剓 棞 梣椢

96.5 x 51 x 2 cm
23

1970-71 妘慘

呮爥駈艊畫俋鞁銊䦾。

㓃荱艊裶䂣，桖獿駱勢耣慘媽㯵，
羗靧耣鑨艊軦姪，懲嬱囑梪桹䅡艊
裶䂣㭡勢磄䅡艊擝媫筄帓。

The Italian based painter and sculptor Lucio Fontana also pierced
and incised his canvas but as part of a systematic and extensive
exploration of the element of space in painting.... Fontana spoke
of a new dimension beyond the canvas, time and space...
Style & Imagination, Art in the Nanyang Academy, Singapore, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts

Lucio Fontana, Concetto spaziale (detail), 1960
茠䩱潩 · 啌 ⿺跡，裶䂣氥寳 ( 嗁㯵 )，1960

䅏㭠 俓 · 彯竑濕壉，⺲訥，1960

24
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義大利畫家及雕塑家封塔納
刺破並割開他的畫布，
系統化探索繪畫中的空間元素，
封塔納談論的是超越畫布、
時間及空間的維度。

Adolph Gottlieb, Jagged, 1960

Motion
鋅镾
mixed media on board

The fidelity of the relief painting

61 x 76 x 2 cm

tradition is challenged fur ther in

Executed in 1971

邉耣結躌艊樰梪屟㙶䍞。鶬〿咲

Motion with the uniformity of the

備曧啗䍡旿〡聠跆鞁絊彾窹玈諦，

軐諦剓 棞 梣椢

gold veneer on top of what could

61 x 76 x 2 cm

possibly a mixture of thick impasto

1971 妘慘

and found objects. The tactility and

慘閔「鋅镾」㬾酽澒慙徾鑫犛䇦

畝鰍鴦鰱啗㳟頥㾁䉳㒉鰌昺謾醢。
澑慘閔艊㟰鰱嶗㝖驟竑㟰斞舿熱

the robustness of the work exude

酽鐭囑羠艊撾㳝，鞁㺍熷盄錨桹

a cer tain primordial quality that

蜶蟴踽銸巃艊慘閔羦羠鑫邁䠐。

resonates with the mysticism of
Cheong Soo Pieng’s body of works.

㺍熷盄㬀㮌鑫結躌犛䇦慘閔跤艊
錨䗪蜶絹艊嫮帓，僉鍖魍躐艊曧

However, eschewing from the
iconicism of figurative deity figures
found in traditional relief works,
extraterrestrial elements that were

孭㳚呏訵鰓椷襫䗪踽銸鶬〿咲躐

1960s works were employed in

慘閔跤㮰鲢訰茻桹撾艊㨃輬，嬁

Motion instead. Strong axial lines in

啑沷黽跤呍呮黽絹艊優鏅鞁牐鋅。

Motion that were referenced from

Nanyang Academy of

the analytical cubists such as Piet

Fine Arts, Soo Pieng,

Mondrian became the anchor and
centre of gravity of the composition,

熱穼：

alluding to the convergence motion

熷盄，攢爁銊啘，昦

of the cosmical figures in the

鎢髕，2013 妘，7 6 䌒

composition.
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踃，鍖㬥雩鮪慘閔「鋅镾」跤熱
絊。澑慘閔沷黽㳛宆媆羮艊曧鯆

per vasive in Cheong Soo Pieng’s

Literature:

Singapore, 2013, P. 76

鮪 骼 60 妘 魍 杚 㭚 㭘 羮 艊 侳 曐 廬

作品的肌理和力度
呈現一種近乎原始的特質，
呼應鍾泗濱作品中的
神秘主義。

Borobudur Relief Sculpture, 9th Century

冮鉽犛嘇犛䇦 䇦 贖，9 跫 跈

The tactility and the robustness of the work exude
a certain primordial quality that resonates with the
mysticism of Cheong Soo Pieng's body of works.

Lorenzo Ghiberti, The Story of Abraham, 1425 - 1452

Piet Mondrian, Blossoming Apple Tree, 1912

諮絆訅，鲦惛絆鈱艊敭鲇，1425 - 1452

鯆孭 㳚呏，茊䂛艊鷧楇涏，1912

Radiance
縗繙
mixed media on board
84 x 61 cm
Executed in 1971
軐諦剓 棞 梣椢

84 x 61 cm
1971 妘慘

The 1970s mar ks Cheong Soo

㺍熷盄㐈諦剓棞慘閔躐彾祾姪昺

Pieng’s maturity in his explorative

1970 妘魍靱昺䗮圐。喥㬬矇醢鍖

mixed-media works. Stylistically,

㔃，70 妘魍艊㐈諦剓棞慘閔熱絊

Cheong Soo Pieng’s departure from
the abstract expressionist phase of
the early 1960s is complete when
one views the mixed media works

䂛僔孯姌鑨䇳 60 妘魍暆梕艊惉㝧
絊踽銸䎼樴。張懲偧澑，60 妘
魍艊惉㝧廬踃鍺畝姪昺「縗繙」

of abstraction. Even as this is so,

酽慘跤熱絊，偧瀕昺沷黽跤俖馭

flourishes of his 1960s abstraction

峉嶯挃睪艊輬檽飨倀醣約㯵艊侳

reappear in Radiance as seen in the

曐觻麏。

the composition and extraterrestrial

磢鍖，㺍熷盄鮪澑昦跀燒跤鶔羾

symbols at the bottom half.

扜踆荁啟鲈軦剓棞艊㓻巃倀醑軦

I n t h i s n e w s e r i e s , h owe ve r,

裶䂣，㬾鍖慙徾邉耣艊幇屟。砏

Cheong Soo Pieng challenges

澑，㺍熷盄熕羮鑫杛燚鶙墡鶬跆

the convention of a painting with

謭呅靪斲——杛燚鶙蹰曧酽袀瑧

exploring the tactility and three—

昺㒂昷艊詁鍈綝縀墡鶬，昺廬梒

dimensionality of the otherwise

(1206-1368) 結駱鲦爳。㺍熷盄飨

flat medium. To achieve this quality,
Cheong Soo Pieng paid homage
to the art of cloisonné –an ancient

敘頠嬤艊恖熴㭘羮昺「縗繙」，
鐵㬬熱繞擾備犛䇦艊竑屟，讜朌

Wester n enameling technique

夝桹赗轛艊賂鍅躐巃，擾䎁熱謾

that was spread to Asia as early

沷黽艊鋅帓倀撾姪。

as the Yuan Dynasty (1206 AD 1368 AD). The adaptation of this
technique to Radiance results in a
rugged relief with a sophisticated
sheen finishing which highlights the
movement and the dynamism of his
31

㺍熷盄

of the 1970s that reveal elements

gestural linework in the middle of

30

鑫㔴侸惉㝧廬踃，㬥魍

composition.

跤霽杛燚鶙鈪 鰌，19 跫 跈

在璀璨一作中，
使用類似景泰藍琺瑯彩的技術，
製造立體浮雕效果，
精緻的光澤效果，
突顯構圖的能量及流動性。

Chinese Cloisonne Jar with Lid, 19th Century

Cheong Soo Pieng, Radiance (detail), 1971 㺍熷盄，縗 繙（嗁㯵），1971

Unkown, Medallion St Demetrios, ca. 1100
鏀姌䓁錎昤 簬覈，跐 1100 妘

The adaptation of (the cloisonné enamel) technique to Radiance
results in a rugged relief with a sophisticated sheen finishing which
highlights the movement and the dynamism of his composition.
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Cheong Soo Pieng, Abstract,1962

William Turner, Slave Ship,1971

㺍熷盄，惉㝧，1962

儨娞 · 㬛 跡，偖 䇉韅，1971

Malay Woman with Three Goats
醑銆䂛燚
mixed media on board, accompanied
by original frame and jute board
97 x 51 cm
Executed in 1972
軐諦剓 棞 梣椢
鶬〿咲囑橅 䧪䧢椢

97 x 51 cm

D e s p i t e C h e o n g S o o P i e n g ’s

1972 妘慘

breakthrough in mixed-media
works, the early 1970s works also
show Cheong Soo Pieng’s sense
of nostalgia by his reference to
his earlier Nanyang Style series
with the depiction of his figurative
vernacular scene in the newfound
mixed-media treatment.
Malay Woman with Three Goats
illustrates a lady donning a tudung
– a headscarf commonly worn by
Muslim ladies - and accompanied

張懲㺍熷盄鮪㐈諦剓棞慘閔醢墱
軂彾嗚褃蕚，謾 70 妘魍暆梕艊慘

by a herd of goats that are grazing

閔鞣㬛䉃熱骼啟暆梕攢爁䎼樴艊

leisurely in an open field. Both

熕㑵，籌偧鶬〿咲鮪「醑銆䂛燚」

the lady and the herd are stylized

㬥鬣錨㝧慘閔懲羮鑫骼昦扜踆艊

to akin wayang (shadow puppet)

㐈諦剓棞瘍寫熱攢爁梪鮃䎼嵔。

Literature:

where the figures are elegantly

Hou Sou Ping, Ma Peiyi, The

attenuated and elongated, a

「醑銆䂛燚」抰邉酽瀕褀忂魳壔

Story of Cheong Soo Pieng,

signature treatment that could

㟎壉（偔屟袣昤楁斊嬫軂夠褀忂

Oxford Graphic Printers,

b e o b s e r ve d t h r o u g h o u t h i s

Singapore, 2015, P. 143

艊䌿壂）艊凨偔飨倀酽銲鮪馾囑

figurative works. The composition

醢崠䂢謁馾艊嘪銆。凨偔嶗銆銲

熱穼：

is then adorned with a mixture of

㺍熷盄艊敭鲇，Ho Sou

quotidian objects such as sand and

Ping 鞁 Ma Peiyi 魳，

small gravels with ear thtone and

䇖、郤踚、膗䂇，㬥曧鮪㺍熷盄

Oxford Graphic 棧獸，昦鎢

gold pigments to create a sense of

錨㝧慘閔跤夠㒎艊㬬矇忲熴。煛

髕，2015 妘，143 䌒

mysticism.

嶗啢蛚蓴訵暀夠窹䨅軮魳耣䉳，

Malay Woman with Three Goats
exemplifies Cheong Soo Pieng’s
34
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嫮備芕嬁忀 (Wayang) 艊㬬矇，臨

鍖俋鰱頥倀㳟頥艊㗃屟爍砏慘閔
鯆醢鑫酽嘑蜶蟴艊䉳跲。㺍熷盄

transcendant quality in manipulating

镾啗讑賅㟰涍艊踽䍞嶗棞旿㩔誼

h u m bl e s u b j e c t m a t t e r s a n d

砏悀嵔鑒慘，澑酽㢋欽竑㟰峘嗴

materials into a lyrical masterpiece.

絊昺「醑銆䂛燚」酽慘。

鍾泗濱能將
簡單質樸的主題和
材料轉化為抒情傑作，
此一超凡特質恰展現於
﹁三羊開泰﹂一作。
Cheong Soo Pieng, Malay Woman with Three Goats (detail), 1972 㺍熷盄，醑銆䂛燚 ( 嗁㯵 )，1972
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Malay Woman with Three
Goats exemplifies Cheong
Soo Pieng’s transcendant
quality in manipulating
humble subject matters
and materials into a
lyrical masterpiece.
Cheong Soo Pieng, Malay Woman with

Puppeteer (dalang) during wayang

Three Goats (detail), 1972

performance, ca. 1870 - 1892

㺍熷盄，醑銆䂛燚 ( 嗁㯵 )，1972

棧喺芕 嬁忀

甡跤艊撋 迼鍎，跐 1870 - 1872

Jackson Pollock, Full Fathom Five (detail), 1947
鑒陸㭩 · 燆爔陸，鲕啛 ( 嗁㯵 )，1947

Blue Composition
鶙頥沷黽
signed in Chinese (center middle);
signed again ‘Soo Pieng 1974’
and titled ‘Blue Composition’
(on the reverse)
mixed media on canvas
101 x 81 cm
Executed in 1974
潎㙞：
’墢跤）；
‘熷盄 （
‘Soo Pieng

1974’
，
‘ Blue Composition’
( 耣鑨）
軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

101 x 81 cm
1974 妘慘

The Minute and the Mundane
暀夠鞁妕欽
Nature and man are the two

靕磢鞁鳏，曧㺍熷盄鐵慘羠猌跤醭

unchanging subject matters that

昲抰邉艊碼訃踽䍞。鶬〿咲艊鐵慘

reappear in Cheong Soo Pieng’s

曧啟昺耾醣鞁暀夠艊啟㕴鞁跈㸓，

creative career. An artist’s creation
is a dialogue and record between
themselves and the everyday, and
human being’s existential state has
always been the issue that concerns
Cheong Soo Pieng the most.

㺍熷盄捗䇗婃櫯艊窹鬣，偧㳟嘡、
䙲軬、煛、䧢壉訵剓棞，㳛昦燙⺱
跆㳛踾彾酽夿骼啟耾醣艊跈㸓倀巃
㓻。恓啛婃櫯窹鬣艊㭛蠿曧鶬〿咲

abandoned objects such as metal,

啟羠牆筄帓艊儂屒。㺍熷盄啟婃櫯

material and rearranges them in
an effor t to document his most
immediate feelings. The process of
searching for abandoned objects
serves as the ar tist’s reflection of
his life. Cheong Soo Pieng’s tenacity
39

䃬宆艊㙶䍞。

Cheong Soo Pieng collects
fishing nets, sand, linens along with

38

鳏䍰艊羠叅筄帓曧㺍熷盄酽茻曧桭

and his continuous repurposing of

窹鬣艊▏魳倀畝濕羮，啗骼啟瀯暀
羠牆踚謋艊禘嵔 絊艊酽㓀磄㮇。

―

藝術
乃由日常生活的
枝微末節中
洗煉而出

畢 卡 索 ， 18 8 1-1973
西班牙畫家及雕塑家

―

Art washes from
the soul the dust of
everyday life.

Pablo Picasso, 1881-1973 Spanish Painter, sculptor
Roy Lichtenstein, Portable Radio, 1962
棜 倇 舽昤 鬢，忲 抲敒䌄淕，1962

abandoned objects are evident in

㺍熷盄㦳麁昺酽訃灣砮㚐鋅艊朌

his passion for the simple things in

魍，蟨恖艊舿嗴啟 20 跫跈鳏䍰暀

everyday life.

夠羠牆羦羠鑫氂俋艊敘㚐。㺍熷

Cheong Soo Pieng was situated

盄 70 妘魍慘閔，詵襒㒎骼啟澑朌

in a time when chaos and change

魍屟艊踚雱㓃唒鞁跈㸓，墣傉鰱

loom lar ge , and technological

啗鍈媀 Dolby 跀躌艊則夝敒䌄淕呏

advancement posed a dr astic

鉝昺沷黽跤䂣艊頥⿰跤，灖磄㭢

change on human’s ever yday
l i fe . H i s wo r k f r o m t h e 7 0 ’s
provides glimpses into his delicate
obser vations and records of the
era, such as the ingenious approach
of inserting an old Dolby cassette
recorder in the color block in the
center of his composition; the
cassette recorder sits harmoniously
with the complex composition
s u r r o u n d i n g i t , i m p ly i n g t h a t
technology has quietly inser ted
40

itself into our ever yday life and
imposed a dr astic change on

41

human existence.

嶗巃艊鞁㐈䇭艊沷黽跆叅，䇂覯
魳蟨恖磄鏮峗鰱㬾駱鳏䍰羠牆，
跆啟鳏艊羠叅羦羠墤俋艊敘㚐。

Composition
沷黽
signed in Chinese (middle left);

潎㙞：熷盄（墢跤）；

with original label ‘Composition, oil

囑 ⻒浘豻
‘ Composition, oil

on canvas, 1977, No. 18’ attached

on canvas, 1977, No. 18 ’

(on the reverse)

（耣鑨）

mixed media on canvas

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

119 x 91.5 cm

119 x 91.5 cm

Executed in 1977

1977 妘慘

Exploring The Surreal in Cheong Soo Pieng
扜踆㺍熷盄艊㢋絊唚
Cheong Soo Pieng’s ar twor k

㺍熷盄艊鐵慘跤擄甁魳張鞂艊輬

is filled with spontaneous lines,

檽，㚐嫮艊桹淕嫮䗪、竑勝艊妬

organic forms with altering shapes

駁嫮筄，謾沷黽昷媀靕羾磄愃、

and unique geometr ic shapes.
His composition seems effor tless,
boundless and transcends all rules

俁 乵， 牐 䉃 鶬 〿 咲 艊「 儂 褻 赗

r e s e m bl e s a c o m p l e x d r e a m

蜶」，嗴絊氂䗮艊㕬嶯嶗銊巃。

shines and unparalleled poetic and
aesthetics qualities are visible.
The extremely child-like creative
style, graffiti-esque lines illustrate
a dream-like space, where circles,

擄甁覎㢩艊鐵慘䎼樴，丄䠥鞶艊輬
檽瘍寫熱偧俁備妢艊裶䂣，齬嫮、
昷嫮、睏茻嶗烐妕輬賽體艊諤媀觻
麏，耣䉳擄甁鑫䇂覯、屒嶎鞁㢋絊
唚踽銸艊啟㕴。㺍熷盄備豸鮪啟悇

squares, ver tical and horizontal

絔屟嶗㮜㨺，㬉啛疢嶯㙞艊撾㳝，

lines and many more symbols fill

扜踆媽宆撾㳝嶗㒙㒽跫翨艊蟴哣。

the page. The painting brims with
dialogues of metaphors, thoughts
and surrealism. Cheong Soo
Pieng appears to be confronting
reason and logic in search of a
subconscious force to explore inner
43

嘑嘑聠㡽艊沷黽峘偧酽﹕㐈䇭艊

or reason, the layered composition
where the artist’s “rebellious spirit”

42

醭糴檽鬣鞁㒒爍䅡壽，㢋㢐絔屟，

strength and secrets of visual world.

The Surrealists sought to liberate the
real functioning of the mind through
a pure psychic automatism, free of
any control exercised by reason.

―

超現實主義藝術家
透過一種純粹的
精神自動主義，
去除一切理性的因素，
試圖釋放心智的
真正能量。

安德烈・布勒東，

超現實主義創始人

―

44

André Breton, The Founder of Surrealism

Joan Miró, Femme et Oiseaux (Woman with Bird), 1940
45

貏鉽，偔厸鞁䠁，1940

Untitled
磄䍞
engraved in Chinese on

Be it on canvas, in his sketches or

磄㗚曧耣壉、馾黽徏澑梥秌⻲艊

the reverse

in this instance, on the nearly flat

glazed ceramic

䆇椢醢，㺍熷盄艍鮪鐵慘跤嗴絊

surface of a slab of unfired clay,

19 x 36 cm
Executed in the late 1960s
to early 1970s

Cheong Soo Pieng demonstrates
a remarkable consistency of vision.
The gentle arc and circle at the top

䉯欽艊㒙㒽酽靪屟。鮪「磄䍞」
跤，醢約㯵艊沷黽跤詵㒎齬嫮嶗
醢嫎艊齬媙輬，砏鶬〿咲鮪 60 妘

䆇鏍 㳗嫷

half of the composition in Untitled is

魍鐵慘跤㳛㒄廬踃。彍犛鮪俒裶

19 x 36 cm

a leitmotif developed by the artist

跤，讜朌斞舿熱蜶蟴巃嶗杚㭚屟，

1960 朷梕靧 1970 暆 梕慘

in the 1960s. Suspended in space,

㬥鲢讑誼艊黽嫮㝧孧魳俒䆎、甁

emanating mystery and universality

桸徏媘桸艊呍呮黽䕆，怇㬬熱酽

at the same time, these abbreviated

夿籏竑艊䎼杛耣。

forms make cosmic references to
the sun, or perhaps a full moon,

沷黽艊跤宆，荱備賛趍艊嫮筄曧鶬

and a lunar arc. The impression of a

〿咲艊 60-70 妘魍艊鐵慘艊㳛㒄浘

landscape is unmistakable.
The seemingly rough hewn forms

熷盄錨㝧耣慘跤。諢忲㮗，㬛㭛酽

in the centre of the composition

檽踚䂇艊睏茻輬鐵㬬鑫㬛㒙獿姪，

are in fact 1960s and 1970s

㬥磄聧曧㺍熷盄 60 妘魍跤梕鐵慘

leitmotifs of the ar tist. Scrawled

跤艊㳛㒄廬踃，鍖 䉳酽㬯踟艊繞

on the left is a large circular form
on the left, a reference to the balls
found in his figurative paintings. To
its right, a thinly incised vertical line
creates perspectival depth, and is
clearly drawn from the mid-1960s
landscapes he was painting. Then a
trail of punctures mark out features
of a landscape.
Untitled exemplifies how Cheong
Soo Pieng remained steadfast to his
visual vocabulary, across mediums
and scale.

46
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㖏。墢忲㮗艊俋齬，軂夠熱絊鮪㺍

爗爍贖耣熱䎼杛艊浫㞒。
「磄䍞」嗴絊㺍熷盄啟昺骼訃鳏
籏竑鶬〿㖢嫟艊〞慁，㢋㢐剓棞
嶗営唺艊䅡壽。

Cheong Soo Pieng, Balinese Lady (detail), 1981
㺍熷盄，嚿㳚圚偔厸 ( 嗁㯵 )，1981

Cheong Soo Pieng, Untitled (detail) 㺍熷盄，磄䍞 ( 嗁㯵 )

懸浮在太空中，
同時散發出
神秘感和普遍性，
這些簡化的圖形
象徵著太陽、滿月
或弦月的宇宙圖騰，
打造出一幅
獨特的風景畫。

Suspended in space, emanating mystery and universality
at the same time, these abbreviated forms make cosmic
references to the sun, or perhaps a full moon, and a
lunar arc. The impression of a landscape is unmistakable.

48
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Cheong Soo Pieng, Twilight, 1967 㺍熷盄，䧪暻，1967

Internal Impression
媽鮪棧㝧
fired earthenware with glaze
31 x 22 x 13 cm
Executed in the late 1960s
to early 1970s
䆇鏍 㳗嫷

31 x 22 x 13 cm
1960 朷梕靧 1970 暆 梕慘

One obser ves in Cheong Soo

鮪㺍熷盄 60 妘魍嬤梕媭㗃㬬矇巃

Pieng’s highly stylised landscape

艊䎼杛耣跤，熱絊酽鲢嬁啑鳏䗪

paintings of the second half of the

鏍呭偧阸靇艊醭㒒爍嫮筄。昺澑

1960s some irregular ly shaped
forms that allude to organs of the
human body such as the kidney. At

讜朌，踚䂇艊睏茻輬檽彾砏骼邉
耣跤艊踽㓕。䆹魳鶬〿咲慁郒䂛

the same time, a slender ver tical

惼鑫桖侸剓棞，㬥鲢廬踃雩絔忞

stroke becomes a leitmotif in his

耾磢鰱㩔誼砏䇦⿷慘閔。

paintings.

慘砏㺍熷盄慘閔艊踽廬踃，「媽鮪

As the artist continued to expand

棧㝧」醢約㯵艊踚䂇輬檽焵呯鑫彿

Literature:

the breadth of mediums he worked

Yeo Wei Wei, Cheong Soo

in, these elements are, unsurprisingly,

幹㓃荱艊㳛宆。澑慘䎁䉃酽惃忀灣

Pieng: Visions of South East

transposed into sculpture. A

Asia, The National Art Gallery,

slender vertical shoot is discerned

Singapore, 2010, P. 250

巃，㬬矇偡備鯨盷茻醣艊眅壉嶗䆻
圡艊彍坔，備鞁跤霽結躌嘪烐耣桹

at the top half of Internal Impression,

忞㬯蹗，鍖䇦⿷梪㦳點䇂塒酽袀牐

熱穼 :

deployed as much as a element to

鋅、㡽鼯躐媽鮪㮜㨺。

㺍熷盄：椑攢鲦艊䍪 杛，Yeo

orient the gaze of its audience as it

Wei Wei 魳，霽咲耣娡，昦鎢髕，

is a leitmotif in Cheong Soo Pieng’s

2010 妘，250 䌒

works.
A sense of the theatrical underlines
the work. One imagines cascading
waterfalls and dramatic cliff faces;
the work evokes the unmistakable

50

appearance of a classical Chinese
landscape painting, with its own

51

internal logic of flow and dynamism.

Li Cheng, A Solitary Temple Amid Clearing Peaks, 10th century A.D.
棜彾，杦墄鴢 唽，㒂廬 10 跫 跈

Cheong Soo Pieng, Nature, 1965 㺍熷盄，靕磢，1965

Untitled
磄䍞
signed in Chinese (under the base)
glazed terracotta
42 x 21 x 16 cm
Executed in the late 1960s to early
1970s
潎㙞：熷盄 ( 姌㯵 )
䆇鏍

42 x 21 x 16 cm
1960 朷梕 -1970 暆 梕慘

Cheong Soo Pieng looked towards

鮪㺍熷盄㬉烢昦袮絊魍艊

the past and the primitive even as

熴躐朌，骼鞣醭宻螻䒫㭛詛。鲇

he ventured for th in unwavering

唚醢，㺍熷盄靕鳏䍰旝暺熤瑧跤

pursuit of the new and the modern.
As it were , it is in his threedimensional works that one can
appreciate how he drew from the
wellspring of human civilization,
be it in anthropomorphic PreColumbian er a vessels, or the

磄㗚曧備桹鳏嫮艊頌灧觀壉朌梕
咷鏍，剴徏曧銊霽㒂攢㯵艊杚䋜
壉爔㯵魖賓忞艊籏竑鮃燊穵嶗妕
唚嗙䌓 —「磄䍞」酽慘曧酽鬣

roofs of southwest Amer ican

磄竑呯嫮䗪艊忲慘䆇罞慘閔，羾

Pueblo dwellings.

醑訃醭讜㯵鰓忞踾彾，瀯㯵鰓艍
曧酽訃籏襫艊咷鏍，貶耾呅幹扟

piece of ambiguous form,

諦彾酽訃㨎俋艊咷鏍朌，嗚镾墱

composed of three distinct par ts,

呝瑪俢敱，喒謾醢昷倀濟㮗艊侸

each one a vessel, conjoined to a

訃墤俋裶䆪暺䎁詵㒎。㬥鬣慘閔

larger whole where functionality

䉃鑫㺍熷盄鮪䇦⿷醢扚僉鑫䉯

has been nullified, particularly in the

結躌艊嫮媀扜踆，靧澑，▕蚡艊

gaping voids at the top and sides of
the piece. It is a work that illustrates
the unconventional for mal
explorations Cheong Soo Pieng
under took in sculpture, where
the basic vessel form undergoes a
metamorphosis into an objet d’art
55

忞焪僉艊廬踃，艍䗪絊鮪骼艊襫
䗪慘閔跤。

distinctive ear then walls and flat

Untitled is a hand-built ceramic

54

絊忲

of immense curiosity.

咷鏍軂㭛孯姌艊齾㚐彾砏酽鬣鶬
〿閔跤艊耰旇。

Taos Pueblo, New Mexico, USA 䆇昤棧訅呏棡，昦仌㒂灧，銊霽
A Pre-Columbian Pottery Vessel
頌灧 觀壉朌梕䆇鏍

Cheong Soo Pieng, Abstract, 1972
㺍熷盄，惉㝧，1972

Cheong Soo Pieng, Abstract Landscape, 1968
㺍熷盄，惉㝧䎼杛，1968

56

57

Malay Lady
䓁衝偔厸
fired earthenware with glaze,

「䓁衝偔厸」魑鳏廙㡽㺍熷盄訰

on original base

醣艊嚿㳚偔叾。偔叾幹軂夠桹魳

43 x 16.5 x 11 cm

氂姪䎼樴誼艊㬬矇，偝幹褀魳結

Executed in the 1970s

躌艊煛䪴 (sarong)，䎁嬱樴侳煄裗

䆇鏍 㳗嫷 鶬〿咲囑 鐵姌姫

Malay Lady recalls the characteristics

鍖臨䇖。㺍熷盄 1952 妘㭗㓀嚿㳚

48 x 16.5 x 12.5 cm

of Cheong Soo Pieng’s Balinese girls,

1970 妘魍慘

圚嬤，㬥籏竑艊䍞棞彾砏㺍熷盄

often depicted in a highly stylised

䂇梕飨衝艊䉙巃熤瑧。

form and dressed in a sarong,
appearing poised and graceful. The

澑䇦⿷艊鲕呭鞁㦳㧈艍飨㺍熷盄

distinctive subject matter attests to

竑 桹 艊 䎼 樴 忞 ⿷ 㬬 —— 偝 桹 踚

the long-standing inspiration the

䂇 艊 㦳 㧈， 㱚 醢 棧 喺 芕 嬁 儫 儫

island of Bali had on him ever since
the trip in 1952.
The sculpture’s features and body

跤：骼懲羮擄甁撾姪艊輬屟瘍寫

are rendered in Cheong Soo Pieng’s

熱䎁魳艊㨵娭，畝㬛㭛偔屟艊桏

iconic style - highly elongated,
with almond-shaped eyes inspired
by Indonesian shadow puppets,

㗃妕嶗艊斾䗪浫帓。偝艊

嵔榠

嶗鹾妕䉭，孎孎梒醢艊茩賂茻㒙

on representation is strongly

魳㭭昷，蜶備旝鶬孈鞂俋夊忞抰

displayed in this sculpture – he

邉艊偔蜶䉳厽。賂鲻艊㳟頥丄旿

employed strong linearity, coupled

醣，「䓁衝偔厸」犨疺鮪偝靕㦳

with pronounced contouring, and

悈啑熱艊賂顐，桖亱玏鑫酽鐭鏀

of the female body, constructing
a pleasing and balanced for m
altogether. Her facial expression

59

輬懲嫮䗪㚐榠㧪，沷彾鑫鴛鰓暈

wayang kulit. The artist’s emphasis

softened the form with the curves

58

(wayang kulit) 鞶艊棝菋。鶬〿咲忞
媭㗃艊畝絊鲱媭砮䗪絊昺澑䇦⿷

Literature:

is soft and neutral, and her gaze

Hou Sou Ping, Ma Peiyi, The

is directed upwards and into

Story of Cheong Soo Pieng,

the distance, akin to the faces of

Oxford Graphic Printers,

goddesses rendered by renaissance

Singapore, 2015, P. 148

masters. Glazed in brilliant gold,

熱穼：

Malay Lady basks in the light that

㺍熷盄艊敭鲇，Ho Sou Ping 鞁

reflects off of her, adding a divine

Ma Peiyi 魳，Oxford Graphic

quality to the elegantly rendered

棧獸，昦鎢髕，2015 妘，148 䌒

figure.

疐艊炰峗。

隨著亞洲文明在過去半個世紀蛻變，亞洲藝術家也必須反思並隨著蛻變而進步。
創造新事物的必須，嶄新圖像語彙的使用。
如果說鍾泗濱的作品比起東方更接近西方，比起傳統更接近現代，
那 是 因 為 它 真 實 地 反 映 了 整 體 社 會 的 感 受 及 渴 望 ......

Artworks by Giacometti at the 31st
Venice Biennale in 1962, photographed
by Paolo Monti
㟎陸檚鮩慘閔昺 1962 妘訅 31 嗏儨喺昤

Cheong Soo Pieng, Malay Lady (detail), 1970s

䇪妘嗴，Paolo Monti 攦嬁

㺍熷盄，䓁衝偔厸 ( 嗁㯵 )，1970s

Amedeo Modigliani, Portrait of Jeanne Hébuterne, 1919
騿㫶 㳚鲦喺，糪傤艊鐞絹，1919

19 56

As Asian civilisations have been reborn in the last half century, so must
Asian artists reflect and inspire this rebirth. New things must be said,
and a new pictorial language found in which to say them. If the work
of Cheong Soo Pieng sometimes looks more Western than Oriental,
more modern than traditional, that is because it is a true reflection of
the feelings and aspirations of the community to which he belongs…

60

Michael Sullivan, 1956

—

61

蘇立文，

燆抲賽濕，軦 跡昤艊㖘羠 ( 嗁㯵 )，1484 - 86

―

Sandro Botticelli, The Birth of Venus (detail), 1484-86

Cheong Soo Pieng, Motion (detail),1971
㺍熷盄，鋅镾 ( 嗁㯵 )，1971
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mixed media on canvas

mixed media on canvas

mixed media relief on board

mixed media on board

mixed media on board

mixed media on board

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉
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Malay Woman with Three Goats
醑銆䂛燚

1972 mixed media

Blue Composition 鶙頥沷黽 1974

Composition 沷黽 1977

Untitled 磄䍞

Internal Impression 媽鮪棧㝧

Untitled 磄䍞

mixed media on canvas

mixed media on canvas

late 1960s to early 1970s

late 1960s to early 1970s

late 1960s to early 1970s

on board 軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

軐諦剓 棞 耣壉

glazed ceramic

fired earthenware with glaze

glazed terracotta 䆇鏍

97 x 51 cm

101 x 81 cm

119 x 91.5 cm

䆇鏍 㳗嫷

䆇鏍 㳗嫷

42 x 21 x 16 cm

19 x 36 cm

31 x 22 x 13 cm

p 58
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Malay Lady 䓁衝偔厸 1970s
fired earthenware with glaze, on
original base 䆇鏍 㳗嫷 鶬〿咲囑 鐵
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姌姫

48 x 16.5 x 12.5 cm
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